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The YVBS meets on the
second Tuesday of each
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Park Community Hub
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Meetings begin at 7:30pm .

37 F3
Saturday Workshops are
1-4:00pm on the Last Saturday of the month, at the same
venue as monthlies!
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Highlights from September & October 2020
With the ongoing Covid restrictions,
physical meetings could not resume, so
the Club was forced to resort to on-line
activities using Zoom meeting technology.
On Saturday 5th September, our first
Zoom meeting featured a presentation
and demonstration on Grafting by our
own Nick R, which was a muchawaited event after it was originally
scheduled for our cancelled July physical meeting. A total of 12 members
logged in for the meeting, and while
this is less than would have attended a
physical meeting, we have to remember that the technology is new and unfamiliar to many of our
members, and the subject perhaps seemed a little advanced for
some of our less-experienced members.

Above - Our new way of meeting
via Zoom!

Nick very capably described the main forms of grafting including side or veneer grafting, cleft grafting, thread grafting, bud grafting, root grafting and approach grafting. He also demonstrated how
quick and easy it was to do side and bud grafting. Most of the different grafting techniques can be
used on any trees, however cleft grafting, when the entire understock is cut off at a low point, is
reserved for deciduous trees which can withstand this procedure.
The materials required are a shoot or scion from the current or
last season’s growth of the material desired to be grafted, and a
healthy young rootstock of the same genus and preferably the
same species. The tools needed are a very sharp grafting knife
and specialized grafting tape. Tools must be sterilized before
and between use, with methylated spirits or similar agent.
Summer is the time for grafting species such as maples, deciduous magnolias and roses, using side grafting or bud grafting
techniques. Winter grafting is more often used for conifers, fruiting trees, gingko, larch, swamp cypress and the like. For winter
grafting, the rootstock should be more active than the scion, if
possible. Approach grafting can be done at any time of the year,
as the scion continues to be supported by its own root system
while the union is formed.
Hopefully the attending members were suitably inspired to have
a go at grafting themselves!
Following the success of this meeting, another Zoom meeting
was held on Tuesday 13th October at 7;30pm, our normal meeting time. The topic was Chinese
Continued Page 2
Penjing, originally scheduled to

Calendar Dates:



10th November (Tuesday) Online Zoom
YVBS Monthly Meeting and AGM.
7:30pm.
8th December (Tuesday) Online Zoom
YVBS Monthly Meeting. 7:30pm.

See also the Events Calendar on our
website: www.yarravalleybonsai.org.au
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Highlights from September & October - Cont. From Page 1
be presented by our own Adrian H at a physical meeting, but was actually presented by
Allan Harding, a Penjing expert and friend of Adrian’s, who presented from his home in
Sydney - a side benefit of an online meeting!
Penjing is a Chinese form of bonsai which often depicts landscapes or scenery in a
tray, as well as single tree forms. Allan explained that the culture of penjing differs
greatly according to the local climate and culture in China. The actual culture dates
back more than 2000 years, but the forms are much more recent. The Chinese rely
very heavily on collected material, and tend towards very big trees.
Penjing forms are divided into 5 schools, four of them Northern (i.e. north of the Yangze
River) and one Southern.
The Yangzhou School has the most unique style of penjing, styled to be a distant view
of a tree. The style incorporates flat planes or pads with thin disks, and three curves in
the trunk. Chinese small-leaved box and Chinese elm are the main species used.
Above - Allan Harding - Penjing presenter.
The Suzhou School features styles incorporating aged trunks and curved
branches, with 6 foliage platforms, 3 bases and one top. The trees are in either a two and a half bends or three and a half bends
form. Sagaretia is the main species used.
The Sichuan School have bizarre or weird styles, with very artistic flowing curves and spirals. The traditional form of Zichuan features square bends, a style which is not seen very often and is considered unfashionable these days. Gingko and crepe myrtle
are the species most often used.
The Shanghai School features trunks and branches which are coiled and curved, with a 70% focus on old wood and 30% on soft
branchlets, combining solidarity with softness. Although considered a Northern school, Shanghai is on the coast at the mouth of
the Yangze River, and so borders the southern school area and contains many of the style characteristics of the Southern School.
The Lingnan School is the only southern school and is centred in Giangzhou (near Hong Kong). The area is hot and humid and
the School utilizes evergreen species, predominantly Murraya. The style features unrestrained natural flows with a bold and vigorous appearance. The trunks appear aged, sinewy and tough. Clip and grow is the preferred development technique, and trees
are preferred to be defoliated when exhibited to display the z-like twig structure.
Su Ren Penjing is a relatively recent style which is considered to be part of the Lingnan School. They are “zen” trees, similar in
many ways to the Japanese literati.
Chinese penjing culture is predominantly artistic in nature, and concentrates on the local area tree material. The general philosophy is that if you can’t see the branches, the tree won’t look old. For Westerners, copying penjing imagery may be the best way to
facilitate one’s own artistic creativity.
The Zoom meeting involved Bonsai Society of Victoria members by invitation, in the spirit of sharing information of significance
where possible. BSV has reciprocated by inviting YVBS members to some of their Zoom meetings when special material is being
presented.

Bonsai Training Courses
Regrettably, the Introduction to Bonsai course for novices, originally scheduled for April and May and then rescheduled due to
Covid restriction, has now been cancelled for 2020. Apologies to the 13 registrants, but the situation is out of our hands. It is
currently planned to run a new course in 2021, when a call for new enrollments will be made. It is hoped that this can be run
early in Autumn.

Library Check-out!
YVBS has a comprehensive range of bonsai books and magazines in our library, all
of which are available for borrowing without charge. Remember, the checkout period for books and other
library material is one month. If you check out a book and are
not able to make the next meeting, you can return the book at a
workshop or even post it to the club PO Box.

Trade Table Cheque-out!
The trade table has been restocked with new tools, wire and other
accessories. A selection of pots are also in stock. Don’t forget the
club’s tool sharpening kit, available for use at meetings. Anything else you would like to see
stocked? Just advise at the
trade table or to any committee
member.
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Member Profile
Martin and Luz G have been members since 2018 and live in Heathmont. Luz
is in the Public Service and Martin is a disabled pensioner.
Their interest in bonsai began in 1999 when Martin’s carer presented him with
a cotoneaster bonsai for Christmas. When it started to sicken, he took it to
Bonsai World in Blackburn, where he took part in regular classes until the establishment closed down. He continued to cultivate his trees, and Luz also
became interested.
They attended the YVBS Bonsai Show in Wandin in 2018, where Rudi &
Marlene signed them up to be members of our Club. They have since learned
a lot more about our hobby through active participation in Club activities.
They have a collection of trident and Japanese maples, junipers, ash and Chinese elms.
Their other interests include bike riding, walking and spending time at the beach.

Kudos, Accolades and Thanks


Special thanks to Allan Harding for his Zoom presentation on Chinese Penjing in October.

2021 YVBS Calendar
A number of members have submitted photos of their trees for inclusion in the 2021 hard-copy calendar, and photo selection and
production design is now underway. Calendars should be available for delivery by early December, and the cost is estimated to
be $10 each to members as in previous years. Orders can be placed with Lindsay H linhad14@gmail.com or 0403 800 671.

Canberra Bonsai Society Book
The Canberra Bonsai Society is 45 years old, and to celebrate the milestone they are producing a 148 page publication covering
their history and achievements, which includes promoting the use of Australian native plants as bonsai and the establishment and
ongoing support of the National Penjing and Bonsai Collection of Australia at the National Arboretum in Canberra. Copies of the
publication are priced at $20 each and are available for pre-order by contacting president@cbs.org.au.

2020 Annual General Meeting
Our Annual General Meeting, which we are obligated to hold sometime after the end of our financial year on 30th June and before
the end of December, was originally scheduled as usual for September, but was postponed due to current Covid restrictions until
later in the year when it was hoped that we would be able to physically meet again. As it now looks unlikely that any physical
meetings will be possible this year, the Committee has decided to hold an online Zoom meeting for the AGM, on our normal November meeting time of 7:30pm on Tuesday 10th November. Login details for this meeting will be advised by email closer to the
date.
The Agenda for the meeting, the minutes from last year’s meeting and the Officers Reports from the year just past have already
been circulated to members, and thus will not be read again at the meeting. The advice note also included Committee nomination
forms and a proxy form. We request members who have a little time available to help with the running of the Club by nominating
for the Committee as we are short of general member representatives. If you are unable to attend the meeting, please send a
proxy to Lindsay H linhad14@gmail.com to help establish a quorum.
The meeting will also include a Bonsai Basics session on Fertilising and Pest Control, and a review of progress on giveaway trees
from previous AGM’s. Regrettably, we do not have any giveaway trees for this year!

NEW PRODUCT LINE....for those starting out or
with a handful of bonsai, I have introduced a 50/50
mix of ORCHIATA PINE BARK and DIATOMITE 27mm in a 20L bucket @ $25.00. Also available are
DIATOMITE 35L bags @ $25.00 and ORCHIATA
PINE BARK 40L bags (3-6 or 6-9mm) @ $30.00.
ORCHID POTS are available in a range of sizes. To
order call Julie 0419 870 240 or email
julie@bonsairoots.com.au
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World Bonsai Convention 2021
Regrettably, the AABC and World Bonsai Convention organizers have advised that the
Perth Convention scheduled to be held in 2021 has been postponed, and is now scheduled to be held in 2022.
It seems as if the organizers are not confident that international travel will be back to
normal next year, and thus the presence of the many expected international presenters
and attendees could not be assured.
More details about the rescheduled event will be advised as soon as they become available. Updates will also be posted on the Convention website:
https://www.worldbonsaiconvention2021.com/

Trimming Deciduous Trees
Now is the time of year that the first flush of growth has appeared on our deciduous trees, and has hardened off. Time for
trimming! Especially for trident maples and Chinese elms.
Look carefully at each new shoot, and you should notice that
the first pair of leaves are smaller with a very short internode
distance. Subsequent leaves on the shoot are larger and the
internode distance is progressively longer. Shorter internodes
and smaller leaves are desirable characteristics on our bonsai
trees.
The shoot is trimmed after the first set of leaves (except if
longer branch lengths are required, in which case trimming
might be done after the second or third pair of leaves). This
removes the terminal buds and forces new growth to occur at
the remaining set of leaves - two new shoots.

Longer internode

Short internode

The new growth is weaker than the first flush, so internodes are short and leaves are smaller, plus we get
one shoot dividing into two! All good!
Additional benefits can be obtained through a full or
partial defoliation, especially for trident maples where
the leaf density is likely to still be high after trimming.
Defoliation is used to expose the inner parts of the tree
to light and promote bud development in the inner
areas.
Leaves can be removed by cutting with scissors or leaf
cutters, or can be pulled off with fingers.
For a healthy tree with good fertilisation techniques,
trimming and defoliation can be done three or more
times per growing season. This is especially important
for trees in the refinement stage to promote the development of ramification and a fine twiggy structure.

After trimming, before defoliation

After partial defoliation
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Tree Profile: Malus Species- Crab Apple
General Information: Crab Apple is a genus of about 35 species in the
Rosaceae family. They are also known as wild apples, native to the
temperate Hemisphere of Europe, Asia and North America. Much loved
as bonsai because of their lovely spring flowers, usually white or pink
and small colorful fruits in autumn. The leaves are alternately arranged,
oval to elliptic and most are toothed. Styles can be single/multi trunks,
semi-cascade, clumps and rafts.
Lighting &Temperature: Full sun for full bloom and for the fruit to set,
although partial shade in midsummer is desirable in very hot areas.
Provide good air circulation to discourage mildew problems. Protect
from severe cold and frost.
Watering: Give plenty of water when fruiting or the apples will shrivel
and drop. Do not mist, as this encourages mildew.
Feeding: Once every two weeks from early spring to flowering, feeding
after flowering may cause leaf growth at the expense of fruiting. If trees
are in training and vigorous growth is required at the expense of fruit,
continue to feed fortnightly, otherwise cease feeding until fruit are well
developed. Generally they do need cross-pollination with the exception
of specially developed cultivars and set fruit in late spring to early
autumn. A good dose of blood & bone in autumn promotes fruiting. To
protect the vigour of the tree, it is better not to allow the tree to fruit
every two or three years as fruiting weakens the tree.
Pruning and wiring: Fruiting and flowering can sap the plant's energy
dramatically, so it is wise to limit the amount by picking off developing
fruit and flower buds, especially in young bonsai. In spring prune back
new shoots to one or two leaves. Trees should then be left unpruned
until late summer. Pruning must be undertaken by late summer;
otherwise vegetative growth is to occur rather than flower buds for
next year.
If fruit are not required, remove flowers as they change over to
fruit. Fruit puts stress on crab apple bonsai and should be thinned
out considerably; it is recommended to rest the bonsai one year in
three by removing all the fruit. Wiring should/can be done from
spring through the end of autumn. It is wise to wait a few months
to wire crabapples after repotting.
Propagation: From seeds, sow in autumn after soaking for 24
hours, they will germinate in spring, or air- layering in late spring.
From root cuttings, many also sucker up from the roots, and the
suckers may be separated from the roots in autumn or in the
following spring from their formation.
Cuttings taken at the semi-hardwood stage in autumn - take six
inch cuttings with three nodes or more and treat with a medium
strength hormone. Reduce the leaf surface by cutting each leaf by
one half to two thirds. This works better than the removing entire
leaves.
Repotting: In early spring before bud burst, or in early autumn.
Repot every 1-2 years in well-drained soil.
Pests and Diseases: Aphids, Red spider mites, caterpillars, apple
scab and mildew.
Varieties commonly seen as Bonsai:
Malus sylvestris/ Common Crab Apple has pink-flushed white
flowers followed by greenish-yellow, red-flushed fruit to 2cm
across.
Malus cerasifera/ Nagasaki Crab Apple is the variety most often
seen as bonsai due to its prolific white flowers that are pink in bud.
These in turn lead to an abundant display of red fruit in the autumn.
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On The Display Table

A selection of trees submitted for the Display
Table recently.
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Bonsai Calendar: November - December
This time of year is always an exciting time for any bonsai enthusiast. Small buds have turned to vigorous growth in just a few
weeks. Vibrant greens and blues of fresh growth are spreading across most conifers. With this growth comes the need for increased water and food.
Always keep an eye on the weather this time of year. Winds, heavy rains and extended dry periods make for unpredictable growing conditions. Pay extra attention to the bonsai that have just been repotted. If you are relying on an irrigation system, perform
regular inspections to ensure all trees are being watered properly. Prune your trees in order to keep the new growth nice and
compact.
Here are a few tips to get you through the season.
Position
The sun and wind are good for your trees, however some varieties will benefit from protection (Beeches, Hornbeams, Maples,
Azaleas), as the leaves will easily scorch if the tree is in the wrong position. When putting trees in strong sun, trees must have
a consistent water cycle. Avoid using shade directly beneath overhanging trees as animal droppings and leaf debris can create problems.
Watering
Water thoroughly. Shallow watering encourages roots to grow at the surface of the potting mix (trees will dry out faster). If
trees are root bound take extra care with saturating root ball. Organize bonsai in “like watering” sections to assist in your watering cycle. Potting mix should not be left to completely dry out.
Pinching and Pruning
Pinching and pruning should be attended to as soon as leaves develop and shoots elongate. Buds that develop where
branches are not needed should be rubbed off immediately. If a branch is needed, allow bud to grow keeping the terminal
bud to help increase the girth of the branch
Conifers may require finger tip pruning- removing buds at the tip of the growth will push growth back onto the branch and create smaller foliage
Potting
Most repotting should be complete. Varieties such as Chinese Elms, Azaleas, and Junipers can still be potted with care.
Varieties such as Figs, Pomegranates, Pyracanthas and Natives can be potted even later. Pines should not be re-potted
after spring finishes.

www.bonsaisensation.com.au
253 Centre Road
Narre Warren South
VIC 3805
Contact us on:
Mobile: 0425 722 827
Landline: (03) 8794 9668
Email: bonsaisensation@hotmail.com
Nursery re-open to the public
from Wednesday 28th October!

Now Australian agent for
Ryuga Tools!

New pot shipment
now in stock.
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A group for all lovers of bonsai in the “far east” of Melbourne
Yarra Valley Bonsai Society
PO Box 345
Mount Evelyn, Victoria 3796
Australia

Looking Ahead to
November & December 2020

The monthly meeting on Tuesday 10th November will be held online via Zoom, starting at 7:30pm.
It will be our AGM, and will also feature a Bonsai Basics presentation on Fertilising and Pest Control, and a review of progress on previous years’ giveaway trees. Display Table (pics to be submitted): Jin/Shari or Member’s Choice.
The monthly meeting on Tuesday 8th December will probably be also held online with Zoom, stating at 7:30pm. Members will be advised if a physical meeting is possible. It will feature a discussion and display section on Members’ trees - learn what others are doing and talk about one or
two of your own trees. Advice will be available if needed. Display Table: “Weird and Wacky” or
Member’s Choice.

Other Events
BSV have kindly invited our members to participate in some of their Zoom sessions when a special topic of interest is on the agenda. Details are not available yet, and will be communicated by
email at a later date if such an opportunity arises.

YVBS FORUM: For new members, it bears repeating that our club has an on-line bulletin board and archive. In addition to the
announcements and discussions on topics of bonsai interest, the forum also contains many newsletters from other clubs around
Australia. These are to be found (surprise, surprise) in the folder entitled “Newsletters from Other Clubs” and are kept for approximately six months. There are also publications such as “Bonsai Magazine” and the “Satsuki Society Newsletter” which are
archived in the library folder available only to members. If you visit the site and register as a user, please email Rudi via the club
gmail so that he may add you as a club member user. Just visit our main webpage
http://www.yarravalleybonsai.org.au and follow the FORUM link on the left to the forum.
Member Benefits Refer to the website for a list of discounts to members upon presentation of a current & valid YVBS Membership
card. “Freebies” of donated items are also made available from time to time at monthly meetings.

Advertisers & Sponsors:
Advertising on our website and/or in the newsletter is available for any registered business or sole trader. Society Sponsorship opportunities are
capped at three for any year, however supportership opportunities still remain for any business in an area related to the craft of bonsai.
For a prospectus or further information contact us via the society’s external email: info@yarravalleybonsai.org.au

